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The extent to which hereditary abili@es affect social class has been a maNer of interest since 
classical @mes (1). In 1918, Ronald Fisher published a framework for answering such ques@ons 
about the inheritance of con@nuously varying traits (2) and thereaWer applied that framework 
to the “mental and moral quali@es” that he presumed to be at work in the stra@fica@on of 
human popula@ons (3, 4). In this issue Clark (5) reports an applica@on of Fisher’s methods to 
English pedigree data spanning centuries and achieves a tour de force of insight into the 
inheritance of social status. 
 
The heritability of a trait is the frac@on of its variance aNributable to gene@c differences. Fisher 
showed that the correla@on between rela@ves induced by gene@cs is equal to the heritability 
@mes a coefficient that depends on the genealogical rela@onship between the rela@ves and the 
extent of assorta@ve ma@ng (spousal resemblance in the trait). By fi^ng several such 
correla@ons to the theore@cal equa@ons, one can obtain es@mates of the key parameters 
(heritability, assorta@ve ma@ng). Clark applied this theory to several measures of social class in a 
remarkable dataset formed by combining the immense labors of amateur genealogists with 
publicly available records of births, bap@sms, marriages, probates, and so forth. It is natural to 
suspect such data of biases; but Clark found, among other things, that members of different 
lineages paired at random show no correla@ons in any of the measured social outcomes. This 
work is a nice illustra@on of the sta@s@cian David Freedman’s argument that ingenuity and hard 
work in the collec@on of informa@ve data—“wearing out the shoe leather”—can prove more 
scien@fically rewarding than the sophis@cated technical treatment of data that is easier to find 
(6). 
 
One can always fit data to theore@cal predic@ons and get out numbers, but Clark’s exercise is 
not a trivial one. His Figure 2 displays the remarkable closeness of the empirical correla@ons 
between nine different types of rela@ves to theore@cal predic@ons depending on only two 
adjustable parameters. The outcomes in these two panels are log house value and a measure of 
occupa@onal status. Not all of Clark’s measures of social class show such a @ght fit, but the 
average correla@on is high. Freedman’s essay cited the psychologist Paul Meehl (7), who 
lamented the rarity in behavioral research of fi^ng data to narrowly constrained, closely 
reasoned predic@ons. Meehl would surely have been delighted by the present work. Specialists 
in quan@ta@ve gene@cs may be intrigued by Clark finding a use for the correla@on between 
double first cousins, a point once considered theore@cally significant but surely too obscure for 
empirical applica@on (8, 9). 
 



So what is the importance of the numbers that Clark gets out? The es@mates of heritability 
ranged from 0.19 to 0.72, depending on the measure of status and the @me period. Although 
certain measures could not be constructed consistently across @me, their heritabili@es did 
decline somewhat over the genera@ons and upon extrapola@on are perhaps consistent with 
modern es@mates (10-12). Much more striking are the es@mates of the correla@ons between 
the gene@c values of spouses, which were remarkably constant across measures and averaged a 
surprising 0.57. As Clark concedes, un@l recently such an es@mate would have been dismissed 
out of hand “on the grounds that spousal correla@ons in gene@c values could not be so high.” 
 
We might dis@nguish three possible kinds of models explaining the genera@onal persistence of 
the abili@es underlying social status (13, 14). The first is a simple autoregressive model that has 
some@mes been used in social science, where the correla@on in ability or skill across n 
genera@ons is essen@ally rn, the correla@on between parent and child to the power of the 
number of steps in the genealogy (2 for grandparent and grandchild, 3 for great-grandparent 
and great-grandchild, and so on). Since most single-genera@on correla@ons in observable traits 
are well short of 1/2, this model implies a very rapid decay in resemblance across genera@ons. 
The second kind of model acknowledges the gene@c contribu@on to ancestor-descendant 
resemblance but posits random pairing of fathers and mothers, which yields the correla@on 
(1/2)n @mes the heritability. This is s@ll a rapid decay across genera@ons. The third kind of model 
allows ma@ng to be assorta@ve, in which case the correla@on becomes essen@ally [(1 + m)/2] n 
@mes the heritability, m being the correla@on between the gene@c values of spouses. Strong 
assorta@ve ma@ng is reasonably regarded as a qualita@vely different regime altogether, since 
with a high enough value of m (e.g., 0.57) regression to the mean across genera@ons is 
drama@cally slowed and allows the common descendants of a Victorian ancestor to show 
quan@ta@vely significant gene@c resemblance even today. This is because such a scheme of 
strong spousal matching ensures that the other ancestors of the individual’s descendants tend 
to transmit DNA of like effect. Such persistent correla@ons between very distant rela@ves are 
what drive Clark’s inferences of strong assorta@ve ma@ng. 
 
One naturally wonders whether the results might be explained by environmental sources of 
familial resemblance that are confounded with gene@c relatedness. Clark reports compelling 
ancillary evidence, however, against explaining away his findings in such a way. First, he found 
that the magnitudes of the father-son correla@ons in occupa@onal status and educa@onal 
aNainment were moderated hardly at all by the son’s age (ranging from zero to maturity) at his 
father’s death. Second, he found that status was transmiNed equally through paternal and 
maternal lines, exactly as expected if the responsible causal factors are the genes transmiNed by 
fathers and mothers alike. As a nega@ve control, wealth per se did show an asymmetric 
tendency to be transmiNed more strongly through paternal lines.  
 
The trait (or composite of traits) with respect to which people are ma@ng assorta@vely might be 
regarded as a noisy reflec@on of the gene@c value, and people surely do not have the X-ray 
vision to discern gene@c values. That a correla@on between the gene@c parts of 0.57 can be 
aNained even aWer people match with respect to a noisy overall sum (i.e., gene@c value + 
environmental noise) implies a trait-level spousal correla@on in excess of the genome-level 0.57 



reported by Clark, and some may doubt that any aNributes of spouses can be correlated so 
highly. Clark also has answers to this objec@on. First, he found that grooms resemble their 
fathers-in-law in occupa@onal status nearly as much as they resemble their own fathers, 
sugges@ng that there is indeed a very strong resemblance between grooms and brides in latent 
social class. Second, he cites DNA-level studies of educa@onal aNainment finding correla@ons 
between the es@mated gene@c scores of fathers and mothers seemingly in excess of what can 
be explained by partners ma@ng assorta@vely with respect to observed aNainment. There are 
heritable differences between degree holders of the same nominal rank, it seems, and people 
care about these differences when looking for partners. This interpreta@on agrees well with 
Clark’s own hypothesis of a highly heritable latent trait underlying noisy measures of social 
status, a trait that people reliably assess and seek out in others. Clark actually understates the 
similarity between his work and Torvik et al. (11). This paper applied structural equa@on 
modeling to the es@mated gene@c scores and observed educa@onal aNainments of several 
Norwegian families, each consis@ng of two siblings and their partners. They posited that 
partners mate assorta@vely with respect to a latent trait (of which educa@onal aNainment is a 
noisy reflec@on) and es@mated the correla@on between partners in this trait to be 0.68—not so 
far from Clark’s 0.79. Overall, however, Clark’s arguments for good quan@ta@ve agreement 
between the DNA-level studies and his own es@mates are somewhat overstated at the present 
@me, as a result of lingering uncertainty over possible uncontrolled confounding in the genome-
wide associa@on studies used to construct the es@mated gene@c scores (15). 
 
But more can be added to Clark’s case. The near constancy of m across different measures of 
social class suggests that they are all noisy es@mates of more or less the same trait that couples 
are matching on, and DNA-level studies do support this. Different measures of social class today 
show trait-level correla@ons ranging between 0.3 and 0.4, but their noise-free gene@c 
correla@ons range between 0.8 and 1.0 (16). Furthermore, is a high degree of matching with 
respect to the underlying trait really so implausible? A recent study reported a correla@on of 
0.82 between spouses in a composite of poli@cal views (17). This es@mate was probably inflated 
by ascertainment bias, as all couples in this study were required to have at least two children, 
but there can be no doubt that the true correla@on is indeed very high. If people care enough 
about something, they can assess it accurately without administering a detailed test or 
ques@onnaire and sort themselves accordingly. 
 
Fisher an@cipated this point when he defined social class for his own purposes in terms of 
permissible marriage partners.  
 

[P]revailing opinion, mutual interest, and the opportuni@es for social intercourse, have 
proved themselves sufficient, in all civilized socie@es, to lay on the great majority of 
marriages the restric@on that the par@es shall be of approximately equal social class. In 
this statement social class should, of course, be taken to comprehend, not merely 
income or wealth, but also the pres@ge aNaching to occupa@on, personal talents, and 
family associa@ons. Its meaning is thus somewhat different from, though closely 
correlated with, the purely economic use of the term. But the factor of intermarriage is 
so important in its social and biological consequences that it will be best to use the term 



‘social class’ solely in this sense and to lay down that the social class of an individual or 
his family shall be defined by the aggregate of persons or families, intermarriage with 
whom will encounter no social obstacles. (4, pp. 210-211)  

 
If Clark is correct, then social class can be defined more conven@onally so as to render Fisher’s 
condi@on regarding marriage an empirical fact rather than a tautology. 
 
Finally, we should keep in mind that the abili@es posited to underlie the aNainment of status are 
just that—abili@es useful in ge^ng to the top. There is no implica@on that the mix of relevant 
characteris@cs includes virtue, which even in ancient @mes (aretḗ) was recognized as dis@nct 
from mere status. When we examine what the people at the top have wrought in our country 
today, we see clear signs of their inadequacies (18-20). We need a new elite. Let us hope that 
the surprisingly lawlike behavior of movement in and out of elite status that Clark seems to be 
revealing does not preclude a badly needed renewal. 
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